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FUNCTIONS OF SIGHT

Chanuk kwnj grace/growth potential
for Paluwa awlpl wonder/discovery
for Chetsran nrxjl investigating 90º with Yahúdah

for Karmi ymrkl understanding/vineyard
succeeding levels of Paluwa for clarity/transparency:

ALiav bayla United Order extends The    
Principal 

NemuAL lawmn discerning light activities 
Dathan ntd insights for compositions 
Abirammryba to verify thought expansions

VALUES
3 - trustee of all 

dimensions
40,000 - to extract 
principles/concepts
700 - to satisfy/fulfill 

100 - a kingdom,
signs of totality, a

collective residence
30 - a guide for 
instructions and 

arbitrations

nbwar ynb

larcy ynb twmchla

TThhee KKiinnggddoomm ooff NNaammeess
Functions & Values of the Living

mydqphcmj

Scroll of Chamesh HhaPekudim
The Book of Numbers, chapter 26

TThhee MMuusstteerriinngg ooff TTrriibbaall BBrraanncchheess
ooff TThhoouugghhtt ppeerrttaaiinniinngg ttoo aa NNaammee

from the 
House of Aharúwan—

Kuwáhnim/Priests for every Generation
crdmmchtb

Bayit HhaSham Midrash 13539 US Hwy 24 E, New Haven IN 46774
www.bethashem.org

For The House of Raúwaben—SeeingHouse of Yahúdah—Value Determinations

The House of Yishshakkar—Shepherds

For The House of Zebulan—Residing

FUNCTIONS OF COMPREHENDING

for NemuALlawmnl discerning light activities 
for Yamin nymyl to perform w/illumination 
for Yakinnykyl establish the pillars/founda-
tion based on performances/Yamin;
right leg/pillar of Temple
for Zerach jrzl to come forth, arise,

appear with radiance * functions a 90thº to Yahúdah

for Shaul lwacl deep quests 
to know the underworld unto full extension

VALUES
2 -listen to interiorize
to develop concepts
20,000 - to mirror 

principles/concepts,
results of tithes
2- to establish  

100 - a kingdom,
signs of totality, a

collective residence

nwOmc ynbFor The House of Shamoúnn—Hearing

DG ynbFor The House of Gad—Wealth of Words
FUNCTIONS OF SPEAKING

for Tsphunnwpxl watchman/discern/preserve
for Chaggai ygjl feast/ascend/lift-up values
for Shuni ynwcl  to differentiate/extract/rest 
for Azni ynzal to balance/appropriate/stabilize
for Ori yrOl wakeful/alert/guard wholeness
for Aruddwral fortify/bronze/delve/reveal 
for ArALiylaral messenger/interpret/

centering, speaking from the midst

VALUES
40 - word formula-

tions through inquiries
1000 -gathering 

principles/concepts
5-the illumination of

100 - a kingdom,
signs of totality, a

collective residence

FUNCTIONS OF REGULATIONS/REINS

Goúwer ro a contraction ofrwo eye opener/
alert/watchful eye of Shepherds; all eyes aligned
and Aúnunnnwaw to testify, verify concepts,

affirm the placement of the Eyes/Rings
for Shalah hlcl to draw out, extract securely,   

bring forth values unto rest, to dwell/abide
for Perats Erpl break open for an expanse
Zerach jrzl to shine/glow/radiate
for Chetsran* nrEjlpursue/research/delve
for Chamul lwmjl  ample/full of mercy, 

no condemnation     *functions 90º in Raúwaben

VALUES
6 - to unite and

maintain
70 - the understood

revelation
1000 -of mastering 
principles/concepts
5 - equipped with

illumination/garments
of light

100 - signs of totality,
a collective residence

FUNCTIONS OF CULTIVATION/LABOR

Tulo/olwt to compose via sacrifice, Thought
properties/transformations, a fiery/scarlet worm
for PeúWah/hwpl Faces/Mouths of Wah,
Sayings of Summations of Light arising from
the altar of service
for Yahshúwav/bwcyl bring up unto mind,
restoration, recall, replay, repair
for Shamrun/nrmcl safeguard, preserve, 
to maintain, keep, retain, watch after

VALUES
4- inquiry into all
planes of Light

60 - structuring of
uniting concepts

1000 - for mastering 
principles/concepts
3 - to reveal/with

entrustment, being
100 - signs of totality,
a collective residence

FUNCTIONS OF DWELLING

for Sered drIl to tremble with joy within the
network/gridwork of light, a grill, patterns of
Names and their aligned Teraysarunim
for ALunnwlal to establish a holy habitation,
to house knowledge; an oak/strength, stability,
for Yach’leAL laljyl “the hope of AL”,
occupying renewing habitats of AL—of The
United Order; with expectations of growth  

VALUES
60 - structuring the
united concepts into

branches
1000 - for mastering 
principles/concepts

5 -fitted robes 
100 - composed

from all drawn out of
the signs of totality,

a collective residence
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For The House of Dan—Judging

For The House of Ayshshur—Decoding

The House of Nephetli—Meditating

Makir rykm recognition/approve/acceptance/mould
Guloid dOlg verify/testify of all inner statements
Ayozar rzOya strength of active principles 
Chalaq qlj distinguish and cultivate concepts
AshriAL layrca affirm/verify the United Order
Shakem mkc shoulder responsibility/carry forth
Shamido Odymc Name of Knowledge; to assure,testify
Chephurrpj dig/excavate/search/explore
Tsal’phachad djplx marksman of oneness 
Machlah hljm renounce fault and damages/release
Noah hOn movement between states/adapt/mobile
Chaglah hlgj encircle, go around, a partridge
Milkah hklm counsel/queen/advice/determination
Tirtsah hxrt pleasing explanations/replies

House of Baniymin—Founding New States

House of Aharúwan—Thought IlluminatorsHouse of Laúwi—Temple Unifiers

TO
HEIGHTEN

VALUES
2 -to build/
establish

50-multiple 
layers—

a full extension
1000 - 

of principles/
concepts with
7 -a complete 
100 - collective

residence

The House of Manashah—Transferring

FUNCTIONS OF GROWTH/EXPANSION

for Shutelach jltwcl to lay, position, 
appoint seed/concepts

for Bekerrkbl  birthright of all laid, chosen, 
to select and regulate expression

for Techan njtl to compose and release 
measures of grace, supplications, prayers

succeeding level of Shutelach:

for Oren nr[l to examine, discern placement
of seed harvest, alert to progressions

VALUES
2 - complementary

of values
30 - trustworthy

1000 - strength of 
principles/concepts

into One
5 -fitted robes 

100 - from all signs
of totality, a collective

residence

FUNCTIONS TO ADMINISTER/MANIFEST

for Balao [lbl to swallow, assimilate, absorb 
for Ashbal lbcal  continual flow of thought 
for Achiram mryjal my chamber is exalted,

my inner companions are raised
for Shephupham mpwpcl couch down, lie-in     

-wait, guard the den, inner defense/immunity 
for Chupham mpwjl  protect, seed coating
*for Ard dral knowledge of all roles, bronzed 
*for Neoman nm[nl  agreeable, pleasant,

harmony with Principles * succeeding levels of Balao

VALUES
5 - radiant emissions

40 - to elucidate
1000 - mastering 

principles/concepts
6 -united threads 
100 - composed

from all drawn out of
the signs of totality,

a collective residence

FUNCTIONS TO JUDGE/EVALUATE

for Shucham mjwcl to proceed in equality
with all Breath, bend low in reverence, be hum-
ble, bend low in acknowledgement whereby one
may inspect, uncover, dig, go deep, explore
depths, an inspection chamber, determine equal-
ity for all decisions/judgments without partiality;
to recall the Unity Base of Names and
judge/plea to be One, to number Atah—the sum-
mation whereby one is righteous, aligned with
the Breath of YahuWah; Yeshayahu/Is. 43:26 

VALUES
4 - inquiry, access

into
60 - structures 

1000 - for mastering 
principles/concepts

4 - an inquiry into all 
100 - composed

from all drawn out of
the signs of totality,

a collective residence

FUNCTIONS OF AFFIRMING
for Yimnah hnmyl to empower to proceed,
counsel of right side for expansion, confirming
by implementations, to defend
for Yishúwi ywcyl  to equate, agree with,
suitable, to adjust/smooth stones to fit in place
for Bar’yoah hoyrbl mind develops to
change locations; to travel/move/progress with 
affirmations positioned a 90th° Noah/Manashah, same root as hon 

two succeeding levels of Baryoah: Chevur and MalkiAl
for Chevur rbjl association, network, woven
for MalkiAL layklml Counsel of United Order
to expand and to keep/maintain the unified state
Sheruch jrc to extend, reach, to supply, con-
tinual outpouring, renew affirmations, Bat Ashur

VALUES
3 - trustees of

50 - the
fittings/robes

1000 - strength of 
principles/concepts

into One
4 -inquiry 

100 - from all signs
of totality, a collective

residence

VALUES
5 - illuminating

40 - all that arises
via inquiries, being
1000 - of multiple 

principles/concepts
evident of One

4 -inquiry 
100 - from all signs

of totality, a collective
residence

FUNCTIONS OF COMPLETE MEDITATION

for Yachts’AL laxjyl portions of the United
Order, bisect, distinguish the parts    
for Guni ynwgl  to defend, protect, to colour,
shades/hues of reddish black, nature of a bud
to open and reveal the color
for Yatsaor rxyl composition, mould, math, to
convey a measurement/extension of Rock/rwx

for Shallam mlcl make full restitution, reward,
to make complete/perfect, well-being, shalam

VALUES

ARE

SUMMED

WITH

AHARÚWAN

AS THEY

ARISE

The House of Aparryim—Blessing

FUNCTIONS OF JOINING
Qahhath thq assemblers, an ally, impetus to transmit

Chevruni ynrbj comrade, associate, companion
Qerachi yjrq clear, bring together, soothe, uncover
Gomarram mrmo assemblers, bind in bundles, expand
MaShayh hcm drawout/reveal the Shayh Lamb
Miryam myrm manage revelations, evaluate, resin

Gershun nwcrg garment of embodiment, fruit
Livni ynbl to clarify, elucidate, whiten

Merari yrrm distillation, support, to change, alter 
Machli yljm hollow out, to form cavities i.e.chest, eyes
Mushi ycwm to feel, handle, sensitive, disposes, to detect 

an intrusion as well as to stabilize direction with the staff

FUNCTIONS OF ILLUMINATION

Aharúwan nwrha enlightenment, giver and 
opener of all Seed/Concepts of AL

Nadav bdn to give freely, without reservation
AviYahua awhyba foundation of 

becoming,  to unite Breaths unto their full 
extension 

ALOZAR rzola The United Order is 
strength/helpmate; to see the end from 
the beginning: mouth to mouth

Ayithamar rmtya isle of palms, 
steadiness, immovable

VALUES
3 - to rise, trustee of
20 - all branches of
thought to become 

apparent 
1000 - for emanating 

unlimited
Principles/concepts
unto the complete

recall, imprint, 
mindfulness of all

Light activities


